A WALK IN

THE MUD

A Day In The Life Of Our
Concrete Crew

Part 3 of a 4 Part "Day In the Life Of" Series

It is an awesome feeling when you pull up to your
property and it has a nice fresh look with some much
needed curb appeal. The transformation is real and
almost seems effortless. However, your concrete
project actually starts long before that finished product
is even noticed. Here's a look at a A Day in the Life of
Our Concrete Crew.... Welcome to A Walk In The Mud.

4:30 AM - Weather Checks Performed
Will the weather allow for the job to move
forward?

5:00 AM - Crews mobilize to shop to prepare.
Once we are a go, our 6 crew members make their
journey to the shop to prepare for the day.

6:00 AM - Materials Prepped/Trucks Checked
Upon arrival, each crew member begins to prep all
materials: tools, forms, cure and sealer, pins, rakes &
more are all loaded, prepping dump trucks, skid
steers, & excavators & safety checks on vehicles.

6:45 AM - Foreman Meeting
When the crew has all of the materials ready and
vehicles ready to mobilize, the crew foreman meets
with owner & estimators to receive assignment and
discuss any pertinent details of the project.

7:00 AM - Crew mobilizes to jobsite, barricades site.
Our crew mobilizes to the jobsite. Upon arrival, they
barricade the site to make sure it is safe for the
general public, pedestrians and our crew.

8:00 AM - Sawcutting, Excavating, Forms & Stone.
Our crew will sawcut the area to be removed and
then begin excavation. All spoils are hauled off site
and taken to a dump. Once the excavation process is
completed, forms are set, stone is added as necessary
& compacted.

10:00 AM - 8:00 PM - Pour Concrete, Float, Finish, Strip Forms, Clean Up Site, Return to Sawcut.
Once the forms are set and the stone is tamped, our crew is ready for the "mud." Once the concrete truck
arrives, one crew member runs the chute on the mixer while the rest of the crew rakes, straight edges and floats
the concrete. Then, a broom, rosette or stamped finish is applied. Once the finish is complete, forms are
stripped and cleaned up and sealer & cure are applied. Later that evening or early the next morning, a
sawcutting crew will come back to perform all of the proper control joints for the concrete.

Follow & Like us on all of our Social Media Platforms
Daily at 7AM

